Eternal Physical Life

Only those written in the Book of Life will enter…
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“Do not try to work together
as equals with unbelievers
(those stuck in their 1st
physical reality only, including
those who mistakenly only
think they are followers and
speak as if they are – a
person must be at levels to
tell the actual differences), for
it cannot be done. How can
right and wrong be partners? How
can light and darkness live
2 Corinthians 6:14
together?”

“and He will separate them”
Those in eternal life, and those who are not.

The Fellowship of Believers
“All the believers (those living in their
ascended state – 2nd physical reality)
were together and had everything in
common.
Having
sold
their
possessions and goods (as Christ
required in order to follow Him fully at
the start of their personal tribulation),
they distributed the money (and
wisdom) to every one as his occasions
required.
(both
spiritually
and
physically).” Acts 2:45

“they shall not see nor experience eternal life (lives)”

An actual disciple completes their
tribulation fully as Christ demanded, in
order to enter into eternal life and the
2nd physical reality during their
lifetime. Otherwise, they have fallen
short of Biblical promises unlike all the
others that have already achieved this
state that the Bible recognizes as
“Heaven”. Once this level is achieved,
they (disciples) work on other spiritual
goals while progressing each lifetime
until permanent separation occurs at
end times, eliminating all of those still
stuck in the 1st physical reality only.

At end times, people will be mixed
together within the two separated
realities (those separated by Christ
into eternal life, and those left behind
since they are not ready yet). Best to
figure out which one you are actually
in, and make the appropriate change if
wanted before it’s too late ………
The 1st reality group will not be spiritually aware enough to
recognize end times……. they don’t even know that a 2nd
physical reality exists, much less a 3rd reality.

“Those who did not have their name written in the
Book of the Living (higher consciousness – 2nd
physical reality) were thrown into the lake of fire
(remained in their 1st physical reality only).” Rev
20:15
This is being able to live in a person’s
ascended state within eternal understanding
and lifetime progression, compared to those
still in their fallen state living in a sleeper
Lake of Fire is a person stuck within the
state,
unaware of these two very different
1st reality only – their fallen state.
physical realities.Those in their sleeper mode
lifetime after lifetime can actually decline spiritually since they are having a hard
time just navigating through each lifetime. Of course they will not understand how
others can actually understand higher levels of consciousness, since they cannot.
Those remaining stuck in their 1st physical reality only (lower consciousness), have
already been left behind, and are already part of the dead, without even knowing it.
They are just about out of time for correction before the end of the age completes.
They were never fully converted, and therefore, never saved!

This group will never experience eternal life living – 2nd
physical reality….

The majority of those calling themselves Christians, will never reach the top physical
tier to enter into the Kingdom, because they are using their free will to bypass the
level of surrender needed to get them into Book of Life levels of consciousness. They
falsely believe that when they first asked Christ for forgiveness and salvation, that it
alone saved them. They do not understand that it was only the beginning of their
tribulation process, and only placed them at infant stages of spiritual understanding.
Therefore, they have not been cleansed at the levels required to fully understand
universal laws and will remain at their current level of sin, outside of the laws
needed for eternal life living, and also outside of the levels that give protection for
His true disciples already within eternal life. A partial and incomplete tribulation.

“But don’t begin until you count the cost (cost of discipleship). For who
would begin construction of a building without first calculating the cost to see if
there is enough money (sincerity and time) to finish it? Otherwise, you might
complete only the foundation (staying at infant levels only) before running
out of money (energy and time), and then everyone would laugh at you. ‘This
man could not finish what he started to build. (never reached eternal life levels
of consciousness like the many others who are already in it)” Luke 14:28-30

“All day long I have held out My hands to an obstinate people who walk in the
wrong path, who follow their own imaginations” Isaiah 65:2

“When the master of
the house has locked
the door, it will be too
late. You will stand
outside (3rd dimension
consciousness)
knocking and pleading, Lord, Lord, open to us, and
He answering will say to you, I have not known you from where you are.” (They had
remained in their 1st physical reality only) Luke 13:25

After the period of time for entry has been shut, there will be no way to enter into the
higher consciousness world. Every soul who has lived a life on earth, will be given
their last and final judgment during this end time period. This will be an individual
choice to make. No one is making an actual judgment against anyone else. Christ
only helps people into Book of Life levels, and how to be able to live within that
world. Salvation by fully following Christ. No one will be able to blame anyone else
for not making it in, except for each individual alone, and their decision not to have
that experience.

“And the many who sleep in the dust shall be
awakened, these to eternal life (2nd and 3rd
physical realities), and the others to loss and to the
shame of their companions for their eternity
(remaining in the 1st physical reality only –
separated for eternity from ascended family and
friends).” Daniel 12:2
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